
Hard cover compatible with MagSafe charging with button covers and
metal camera hole for iPhone 14/13
SKU: TEMAGTECHIP1461K

This case has metal finishes and is hard, making it elegant and protective in equal
measure. You can also recharge your mobile phone with the case on

A ROBUST AND ELEGANT COVER: WHY CHOOSE THE MAG TECH CASE

The Mag Tech case is a hard cover with elegant metal finishes that embellish it. It offers optimal protection for your  iPhone
14/13.

It is also compatible with charging technology MagSafe : you can charge your mobile wirelessly without having to remove
the cover.

YOU CAN RECHARGE YOUR IPHONE EVEN WITH THE COVER ON

The Mag Tech Case cover is compatible with MagSafe. In fact, it has a  magnetic module which enables chargers that use this
wireless charging technology to be charged. You won't have to take it off and put it back on  whenever you'll need to power
your iPhone.

RESISTANT AND REFINED: THIS COVER HAS TWO SOULS

The case is made of PC, making it rigid to better absorb shocks and resist scratches. The added value is the elegant and modern
metal finishes that characterise the key covers and the camera hole. The entire cover surface has a  rubber finish which
ensures optimal grip: Mag Tech is a balanced mix between practicality and style.

KEY FEATURES:



Compatible with MagSafe charging
Made of PC, it is rigid and resistant to bumps and scratches
Metal trim for key covers and camera hole
Rubber finish to ensure optimal grip



Hard cover compatible with MagSafe charging with button covers and metal camera hole for iPhone 14/13
SKU: TEMAGTECHIP1461K

Technical data
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417442100  
SKU: TEMAGTECHIP1461K  
Weight: 20 g  
Material: Metal, PC  
Other features: MagSafe technology compatible, Wireless Charge Compatible  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 20 mm  
Width Pack: 105 mm  
Depth Inner: 130 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 70 g  
Width Inner: 120 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 580 mm  
Height Inner: 220 mm  
Weight Inner: 500 g  
Width Master: 370 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 250 mm  
Weight Master: 6890 g  
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